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Collaboration
The MyFRAMES Collaboration Space for user groups
to share announcements, files, calendars, and host
discussion forums.

Technology in Support of
Wildland Fire Research and Management

www.frames.gov
Providing information management, services, and tools for wildland fire and natural resource professionals.

The Fire Research and Management Exchange System (FRAMES) provides searchable fire-related information, a platform for data sharing and storage, online training, and support to federal wildland fire management agencies in the United States. This online resource was developed for wildland fire managers, researchers, and other stakeholders by the University of Idaho in collaboration with the U.S. Forest Service Rocky Mountain Research Station.

Information at your fingertips:

- The Resource Cataloging System (RCS), a searchable online database of wildland fire-related documents, tools, videos, projects, and data. The RCS houses thousands of records and also provides access to the Tall Timbers E.V. Komarek Fire Ecology Database

- Online training developed by NAFRI, NWCG, WFMRA, FRCC, LANDFIRE, and the University of Idaho

- The MyFRAMES Collaboration Space for user groups to share announcements, files, calendars, and host discussion forums

- The FRAMES Emissions and Smoke Portal with educational materials on air quality and smoke management developed by the NWCG Smoke Committee (Smoc) and the University of Idaho

- Archived webinars from IFSP and its regional fire exchanges, WFMRA, IAWF, and the Wildland Fire Lessons Learned Center

- Events and Announcements about webinars, conferences, meetings, workshops, training, and jobs

FRAMES resources are organized in three categories: Partner Sites, Regions, and Topics.

Information that Managers and Researchers can use

The Resource Cataloging System (RCS) is a tool for wildland fire and other natural resource professionals to search or browse the latest fire research.